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Abstract 
In this paper we study the following generalization of the classical hidden surface removal 
problem: given a set S of objects, a view point and a point light source, compute which parts of 
the objects in S are visible, subdivided into parts that are lit and parts that are not lit. 
We prove tight bounds on the maximum combinatorial complexity of such views and give 
efficient output-sensitive algorithms to compute the views for three cases: (i) S consists of 
non-intersecting triangles, (ii) S consists of horizontal axis-parallel rectangles, (iii) S is the set of 
faces of a polyhedral terrain. 
1. Introduction 
One of the basic problems in computer graphics is the hidden surface removal 
problem: given a set of objects in 3-space and a view point Pview' compute which parts 
of the objects are visible from Pview" More formally, one wants to compute the visibility 
map of the objects, which is the subdivision of the viewing plane into maximal regions, 
such that in each region either no object is visible, or one object is visible. Because of its 
importance in computer graphics the hidden surface removal problem has been studied 
extensively, both from the practical side and from the theoretical side. However, hidden 
surface removal is only one step in drawing pictures of a scene; to obtain realistic 
images one should not only compute which parts of each object are visible, but also 
information about the intensity of the light that reflects from these visible parts. To 
compute this information one has to know which pieces of the objects are in shadow and 
which pieces are lit. In fact, we are only interested in this information for the visible 
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parts of the objects; to compute the shadows for invisible parts can be very wasteful and 
has to be avoided if possible. 
We start the investigation of this problem from the computational geometry point of 
view by considering the following problem: given a set S of objects in 3-space, a view 
point Pview and a point light source  Plight, compute which parts of the objects are 
visible from PLiew, subdivided into parts which are lit by Plight and parts which are not 
lit. (We are also interested in the parts which are visible but not lit, because we 
assume-as is common in computer graphics-the presence of ambient light.) In other 
words, we are interested in the subdivision of the viewing plane into maximal regions, 
such that in each region either no object is visible, or one object is visible and 
completely lit, or one object is visible and completely in shadow. We do not only want 
to know the regions, but we also want for each region the information which object is 
visible and whether it is lit. We call this subdivision the generalized uisibility map. For 
clarity we call the subdivision obtained without considering lighting information the 
standard visibility map. We study generalized visibility maps for three different classes 
of objects: non-intersecting triangles, axis-parallel rectangles parallel to the xy-plane, 
and polygonal terrains. Next we discuss our results for each of these settings, and 
compare them to the known results on the standard hidden surface removal problem. 
In Section 2 we consider the general setting, where we have a set of n non-intersect- 
ing triangles. In this case the maximum combinatorial complexity of the standard 
visibility map is ~9(n2), and it can be computed in O(n 2) time [18]. In many cases, 
however, the complexity of the map will be smaller than quadratic. Hence, people have 
tried to develop output-sensitive algorithms, that is, algorithms whose running time 
depends on the total complexity k of the map. This turned out to be a difficult problem, 
and only recently an output-sensitive algorithm that can handle arbitrary (non-intersect- 
ing) triangles was presented by de Berg et al. [3]. The running time of their algorithm is 
O(n 1+ "v~). ~ By implementing one of the data structures supporting the algorithm more 
efficiently, Agarwal and Matou~ek [1] were able to improve the time bound to 
O(n 1+ ~ + n2/3+ ~k2/3). 
For the generalized hidden surface removal problem for non-intersecting triangles, we 
show the following results. First of all, we prove that the maximum combinatorial 
complexity of the generalized map is O(n3). We also present a simple output-sensitive 
algorithm to compute the generalized map in O(n 2 log n + k) time. Finally, we argue 
that it will be very difficult to devise an output-sensitive algorithm whose running time 
is o(n  2) for small k, by showing that our problem is at least as hard as the 
three-collinear-points problem. 
In Section 4 we consider a second class of objects: axis-parallel rectangles parallel to 
the xy-plane. As in the case of triangles, the maximum complexity of the standard map 
is ~(n2) ,  whereas for the generalized map the bound is 6)(n3). The best solutions 
Such a bound means that, given any constant e > 0, one can implement the algorithm so that it runs in 
O(n ~+ ~7~) time. The constants hidden by the O-notation depend on 6. 
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known to date for computing the standard map of a set of axis-parallel rectangles run in 
time O((n + k)log n) [5,4,12], or in time O(nJ+~+ k) [12]; the algorithm that we 
present for the generalized case runs in time O((n~n + k) log2n). 
Our solution is based on a data structure for so-called union range queries, which we 
believe to be of independent. The structure stores a semi-dynamic (insertions only) set of 
rectangles in the plane in such a way that the union of the rectangles inside a query 
rectangle can be found efficiently. (In fact, the structure can handle axis-parallel 
polygons as query ranges.) What makes devising this structure difficult is that we are not 
allowed to store the union explicitly, because the union can have quadratic omplexity. 
Thus our structure stores the union in an implicit way; it uses O(n~nn log n) storage, the 
amortized insertion time is O(v~-n log2n) and the query time is 0((I + 1) log2n), where l 
is the complexity of the union inside the query rectangle. Our structure is closely related 
to a structure described by Overmars and Yap [20]. They have shown how to maintain 
the measure of a set of rectangles, using O(~n-n log n) time per update. We want to use 
the structure for answering union range queries, where the number of queries can be 
much larger number of updates. We therefore do not want to spend, say, g2(~-log n) 
time for a query (unless the reported union has large complexity, of course). This 
necessitates the use of additional machinery and a careful analysis. 
Finally, in Section 5 we study polyhedral terrains. For this case we prove a O(n 2) 
bound on the maximum complexity of the generalized map, which is the same as the 
bound for the standard map. Katz et al. [16] have shown that the standard map can be 
computed in O((nce(n) + k) log n) time. Using the same approach as in the axis-paral- 
lel case, we develop an algorithm for computing the generalized map with O(n log2n + 
n{kce( n) log n + k log n) running time. 
The algorithm uses a data structure that maintains the upper envelope of a set of line 
segments in the plane under insertions, such that the l intersections of a query segment 
with the upper envelope can be computed efficiently. Again, the possible number of 
changes in the envelope makes it necessary to store it implicitly. Our structure can 
achieve, for any parameter m with 1 < m < n, a query time of O((m + l) log n) with an 
update time of O(log n log m + (n/m)c~(n/m)). It uses O(n log m + na(n/m))  
storage. 
Before we proceed we introduce some notation that we use throughout the paper. S 
will be a set of non-intersecting polygons in 3-space, and Pview and Plight are points in 
3-space. We call Pview the view point and Plight the light source. A projection with 
Pvi~w as the center of projection is called a pL, iew-projection; the te rm Plight-projection 
is defined analogously. We define a point p to be visible from P~iew if and only if the 
interior of the line segment P~iew P does not intersect any polygon in S; point p is lit by 
Plight if and only if the interior of the line segment PtightP does not intersect any 
polygon in S. Furthermore, let ~L(S, P, iew, Plight ) be the set of points in 3-space that 
lie on a polygon in S, are visible from Pt.iew and lit by Plight, and let ~N(S, Pview, Plight )
be the set of points that lie on a polygon in S, are visible from P~iew and not lit by 
Plight" Note that if we take the connected components of these sets, we get a collection 
of polygonal regions which are contained in the polygons of S. From now on we let 
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~'L(S) and ~/u(S) denote these regions, omitting the parameters P~i~w and Pligh~ for the 
sake of brevity. If we take the P~iew-projection of these regions onto the viewing plane 
then we obtain the generalized visibility map of S with respect to P~iew and Plight, 
denoted by .¢t'(S, P~iew, Plight ), or by ¢¢t'(S) for short. (Actually, the projections only 
give us the maximal regions where a single polygon is visible and completely lit, and the 
regions where a single polygon is visible and completely in shadow. The remaining 
regions, where no polygon is visible, are just the regions that form the complement of 
the projections.) Clearly, the problem of computing ~t'(S) is equivalent to the problem 
of computing ~L(S) and 7/'N(S). 
2. The general case 
In this section we prove tight bounds on the maximum complexity of the generalized 
visibility map of a set of non-intersecting polygons in 3-space with n vertices in total, 
and we give an output-sensitive algorithm to compute the map. We start with the 
combinatorial bound. The proof is a simplified version of a proof by Overmars [19]. 
Theorem 2.1. Let S be a set of non-intersecting polygons in 3-space with n vertices in 
total. The maximum combinatorial complexity of the generalized visibility map ~t'(S) is 
O(n3). This bound also holds if S is a set of n axis-parallel rectangles that are parallel 
to the xy-plane. 
Proof. We first prove the upper bound. Consider a fixed polygon ~ ~ S. The edges of 
the regions of ~'L(S) and •N(S) on ~ are contained in a segment on ~'  which is either 
an edge of ~ ,  or the Pview-projection of an edge of another polygon in S onto ~,  or the 
Ptigm-projection of an edge of another polygon onto ~.  The vertices of the regions on 
are intersections between two such segments. Clearly, there are O(n) segments on ~,  
which proves that the maximum complexity of the regions of ~/L(S) and ~'N(S) on ~ is 
O(n2). The upper bound immediately follows. 
We now give an example that shows that the upper bound we just proved is tight. 
Our construction uses a set R = {r 1, r2 , . . . ,  r~} of axis-parallel rectangles that are 
parallel to the xy-plane, a set L = {I 1, 12 . . . . .  l n} of n lines parallel to the x-axis and a 
set M = {m 1, m 2 . . . . .  m n} of lines parallel to the y-axis, which are defined as follows. 
The set R consists of rectangles r i =- [ -  1 : 1] × [ -  1 : 1] × - i. The set L consists of the 
lines lj = (0, je,  0) + A(1, 0, 0) and the set M consists of the lines m k = (ke,  0, 1) + 
A(0, 1, 0), where e= 1/2n  and A ~ ~. (In fact, we could also use very long and thin 
axis-parallel rectangles instead of lines.) The idea is to place Plight = (Xl, 1/2,  Zl) 
somewhere above L and P~ie~(1/2, yp, Zp) somewhere above M such that every pair 
l j, m k induces a vertex on each of the r i. Let us first make sure that the shadow cast by 
all the lines in L falls on each r i. To this end we just have to choose zt large enough, 
for example zl = n/2.  See Fig. l(a), where a view along the x-axis is given of the sets 
R (the fat line segments) and L (the dots) and the point Ptigm (the small circle). Notice 
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that the shadows always fall on each r i if we take Plight = (X l ,  1/2, n/2), irrespective 
of the choice of x r In the same way we can ensure that every line in M obscures a part 
on each r i from Pview, by taking z~. = n/2 .  We now have that the complexity of the 
regions which are visible and lit (and also of the regions which are visible and not lit) on 
the topmost rectangle r1 is ~(n2). On other rectangles, however, this need not be the 
case: a rectangle r i can be (partially) obscured by some ri,, i' < i. But by choosing x t 
and y~ large enough, we can make sure that the rectangles r i do not influence each 
other. See Fig. l(b), where a view along the y-axis is given of the sets R and L and of 
the point P ,  gh,- (Note that all lines in L are parallel to the x-axis and at the same 
height, so only one of them is visible in this side view.) Thus the total complexity of 
~ 'L (RULUM)  and ~v" N (RULgm)  is O(n3). [] 
Theorem 2.2. Let S be a set o f  non-intersecting polygons in 3-space with n vertices in 
total. The generalized uisibility map ~' (S )  can be computed in O(nZlog n + k) time, 
where k is the total complexity o f  the map. 
Proof. First compute the regions on each polygon in S which are visible from P~iew, 
and the regions which are lit from Plight" Using the algorithm of McKenna [18] this can 
be done in O(n 2) time in total. For a polygon 9 ~ S, let V (g)c~ be the visible 
portion of 9 and L (9 )  the region that is lit. Notice that the regions V(.~) ~ L(.~) and 
V(9) -  L(.~) are exactly the regions of ~'L(S) and ~N(S)  that are located on 9 .  
Using the red-blue intersection algorithm of Mairson and Stolfi [17] we can compute 
these regions in time O((J VC.~) I + [ L(~.~)1) log(I V(P) [  + l LC.@)D + k~), where k~ 
is the number of intersections between edges of V (g)  and edges of L(~) .  Observe that 
every such intersection is a vertex of the region that we want to compute. It follows that 
the total time to compute ~(S)  and ~'N(S) is bounded by 
'~-'~ O((I V (9) [  + I L (3 ) ] )  log(J V( .~)[  + I L(,.~)1) + k~) 
= O(n21og n + k). [] 
Although we now have an output-sensitive algorithm for the generalized hidden 
surface removal problem, its running time is not as good as what one might hope for. In 
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particular, the algorithm needs 12(nZlog n) time, even if the output complexity is only 
constant. However, we think that it will be very difficult to find an algorithm whose 
running time is much better. More precisely, we think that even for small k it will be 
difficult to find an algorithm whose running time is o(n2). Our belief is based on the 
following observation. 
Consider the well known three-collinear-points problem: given a set of n points in 
the plane, decide whether any three of them are collinear. This question can be answered 
in O(n 2) time by constructing the dual arrangement [9], and it is a famous open problem 
whether this can be done in o(n 2) time. The three-collinear-points problem is as hard as 
the 3Sum problem: given three sets A, B, C of n integers, are there a ~ A, b ~ B, 
c ~ C such that a + b + c -- 0? There are several other geometric problems that can be 
shown to be at least as hard as the 3Sum problem. These problems are called 
3Sum-hard. (They have also been called n2-hard.) Gajentaan and Overmars [11] have 
collected a number of such problems. One of the 3Sum-hard problems is the union-of- 
triangles problem: given a set of triangles in the plane, does their union completely 
cover the unit square [0: 1] × [0: 1]? Below we show that the generalized hidden surface 
removal problem is at least as hard as this problem. Hence, the problem is at least as 
hard as the three collinear points problem. Recently, Erickson and Seidel [10] have 
shown an ~O(n 2) lower bound for this problem. The model of computation in which 
their lower bound is proved is somewhat specialized, and it does not seem appropriate 
for the union-of-triangles problem. Nevertheless, their result strengthens the common 
belief that O(n  2) is a lower bound also in the usual model of computation. 
Let T = {t 1, t 2 . . . . .  t,} be a set of triangles in the plane. Let ALG be an algorithm for 
the generalized hidden surface removal problem with running time T(n, k), and let 
f (n)  = T(n, k) be the running time for constant k. We construct a set S of polygons in 
3-space, such that the union-of-triangles problem for T can be solved by applying AL6 to 
S. First, we place the light source  Plight at some point above the unit square s..it = 
[0 : 1] × [0: 1] × 0, say at (1/2,  1/2,  10). Next we put for each triangle t i E T a triangle 
7 i which is parallel to and slightly above the xy-plane, such that the plight-projection of 
~i onto the xy-plane is exactly t i. We place all these triangles at different heights so that 
they do not intersect. Let 7 ~ be the resulting set of triangles. Notice that T completely 
covers the unit square if and only if sunit is completely covered by the shadows of the 
triangles in 7 ~. We now place the view point Puiew such that it can see the square s..it 
completely from above. This can be achieved, for example, by giving Puiew a positive 
z-coordinate which is smaller than the smallest z-coordinate of any of the triangles 7 i. 
We can thus solve the union-of-triangles problem by computing the sets ~'L(7 ~U {su.it}) 
and ~N(7~U {sunit}). However, we wanted to show that the generalized hidden surface 
removal problem is difficult even if the output complexity is small; in our example this 
can be large due to the regions on the triangles ~i. But this is easy to avoid: simply put a 
rectangle rshielc  in front of the view point, such that rshield obscures all the triangles 7 i, 
but not su.i,. Now the output of the generalized hidden surface removal problem is the 
square sunit subdivided into lit and non-lit parts plus the rectangle rshield. TO solve the 
union-of-triangles problem for T we run algorithm ALG on the set 7 ~ U {sunit, rshield }. If 
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the algorithm halts within f (n)  time we know the answer to the union-of-triangles 
problem. But if the algorithm has not finished within f (n)  time, then we know that the 
output is not constant and we also know the answer. Hence, if we can solve the 
generalized hidden surface removal problem in f (n)  = o(n 2) time for constant k, then 
we can also solve the union-of-triangles problem in o(n 2) time. 
We have given strong evidence that it will be very difficult (perhaps even impossible) 
to obtain an output-sensitive algorithm for the generalized hidden surface removal 
problem for an arbitrary set of triangles whose running time is o(n 2) for small k. For 
special cases, however, such algorithms can be given, as is shown in the next two 
sections where we study axis-parallel rectangles and polyhedral terrains. 
3. An approach for scenes that allow a depth order 
Let p be a point and let 0 and o' be objects in ~3. We say that o obscures o' with 
respect o p if and only if there is a ray starting at p that intersects o in a point q and o' 
in a point q' such that q is closer to p than q' is. We denote this by o -< p o'. Not every 
two objects are comparable under -<p: it could be that there is no ray from p 
o' and o'-< o hold. intersecting both o and o'. It can also happen that both 0 <p p 
(This cannot occur, however, if both objects are convex and disjoint). Let S be a set of 
objects in [R 3. A depth order for S with respect o p is an ordering oj, o 2 . . . . .  o, of the 
objects in S such that o i -< p oj implies i < j. Intuitively, the objects are ordered from 
front to back as seen by an observer standing at p. A depth order need not exist, because 
there can be cyclic overlap among the objects, as in Fig. 2. 
We shall describe a general approach to computing eneralized visibility maps for 
sets that allow a depth order with respect o the light source. In later sections we shall 
apply this general approach to two types of scenes: axis-parallel rectangles and 
polyhedral terrains. 
The strategy that we follow consists of two phases: in the first phase we compute 
which parts of the objects in S are visible from P~iew, and in the second phase we 
determine which portions of these parts are lit by Plight" The second phase needs a data 
structure for so-called union range queries: Let R be a set of objects in the plane. A 
Fig. 2. Cyclic overlap. 
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union range query on the set R with a query polygon 9 asks for 9 N (U R), that is, for 
the part of the union of R inside 9 .  Now consider a visible part of an object o i ~ S. 
This part can be obscured from Plight by the objects 01 . . . . .  oi- 1 but not by any of the 
objects oi+ 1 . . . . .  o n. Let oj denote the Plight-projection of oj onto a sphere centered at 
Plight" Then the pieces of the visible part of o i that are in shadow are precisely the 
pieces of o~ inside U j=i- lo~. Hence, we can compute which pieces of a visible part are in 
shadow using a union range query. (The way we described the approach we need union 
range queries on sets of objects on a sphere. By replacing the sphere around Plight by a 
cube we obtain union range queries on a plane-- in fact, on six planes.) The algorithm 
for computing the generalized visibility map for a set S that can be ordered with respect 
to Plight is now as follows. 
1. Compute the standard visibility map for S with respect o Pview" 
2. Compute a depth order o 1 . . . . .  o k for the objects in S with respect o Plight" 
3. Initialize an empty data structure .~ for union range queries on the Plight-projections 
of the objects in S. The data structure should be semi-dynamic, that is, it should 
allow insertions. 
4. for i := l  to n 
5. do Perform a union range query in .~ with the Plight-projection of the visible pieces 
of o i. 
6. Report the answer to the query as a region in ~N(S), and report the rest of the 
visible piece as a region in ~rL(S). 
7. Insert the Plight-projection of o i into ~.  
In the following sections we shall use this algorithm to derive two specific results on 
computing generalized visibility maps. The basic ingredient hat we must develop to 
apply the algorithm is a data structure for union range queries. Observe that maintaining 
the union of the Plight-projections explicitly will lead to quadratic running time, even 
when the output is small, so the data structure should store the union implicitly. 
4. Axis-parallel horizontal rectangles 
Let S be a set of n axis-parallel rectangles that are parallel to the xy-plane. Recall 
from Theorem 2.1 that the maximum combinatorial complexity of the generalized map 
A'(S)  is O(n3). In this section we give an efficient output-sensitive algorithm to 
compute ~¢'(S). The algorithm uses the approach described in the previous section. 
In the first step of this algorithm we compute the standard visibility map with respect 
tO Pview" This can be done in O((n + k~i s) log n) time, where k~i s is the complexity of 
the map (in other words, the total complexity of the visible pieces) [4,5,t2]. Note that if 
k denotes the total complexity of the generalized visibility map, then we have kL.is ~< k. 
Next we have to compute a depth order for the rectangles in R with respect o Plight" 
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Because the rectangles are parallel to the xy-plane, this amounts to a simple sort on 
z-coordinate. It remains to develop a semi-dynamic data structure for union range 
queries on the projections of the rectangles. The query polygons are the Ptigh,-projec- 
tions of the pieces of the rectangles visible to P~iew, which we computed in the first step 
of the algorithm. The query polygons are thus axis-parallel polygons. In the next 
subsection we describe a data structure .~ with O(~n-n log 2 n) amortized insertion time, 
and O((m + l)log2n) query time, where m is the number of vertices of the query 
polygon and l is the complexity of the output of the query. The time needed to construct 
this data structure is O(n log n). Anticipating this result, we state the result that we 
obtain for computing the generalized visibility map for S. 
Theorem 4.1. Let S be a set of n axis-parallel rectangles that are parallel to the 
xy-plane. The generalized visibility map ~(S)  can be computed in O((n~n + k) log2n) 
time, where k is the total complexity of the map. 
Proof. The time needed for steps 1 and 2 of the algorithm is O((n + k~i s) log n). The 
time for the remainder of the algorithm is bounded by 
O(n~nlog 2n) + E 0((I ~1+ l~) logan), 
. ;  
where we sum over all polygons g with which we query, and l~ is the complexity of 
the answer to the query with polygon 5~. The time bound stated in the theorem now 
follows from the fact that E~ 19  [ = k~is <~ k and Y~I~ ~< k. [] 
Remark Steps 2-8 of our algorithm for rectangles are similar to the algorithm of Gi~ting 
and Ottmann [13] for the standard hidden surface removal problem for a set of 
rectangles. They treat the rectangles in order of increasing distance to the view point, 
and query with the rectangles to compute which parts are visible. The main difference is 
that we are not allowed to maintain the union explicitly, as GiJting and Ottmann do. 
4.1. Union range queries 
Let R be a set of n axis-parallel rectangles in the plane. In this subsection we devise 
a data structure for so-called union range queries on R. Such queries ask for the part of 
the union of R inside an axis-parallel query polygon. More formally, the answer to a 
query with polygon ~'  is ~ ~ ( U R). We prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. Let R be a set of n axis-parallel rectangles in the plane. It is possible to 
store R into a data structure that uses O(nv/n-log n)storage, such that union range 
queries with an axis-parallel query polygon ~ can be answered in O(([ ~1 + k) log2n) 
time, where k is the size of the output. Rectangles can be inserted into the structure in 
O(fn-nlog2n) amortized time, assuming we know all rectangles to be inserted in 
advance. 
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4.1.1. The structure 
Let us first describe the structure for a static set R. The basic ingredient that we use 
is a partitioning of the plane described by Overmars and Yap [20]. This partitioning is as 
follows. Sort the vertical 2 boundary edges of the rectangles in R by x-coordinate, and 
draw a vertical line through every f~n-th vertical boundary edge. This partitions the 
plane into O(x/~n) vertical slabs. Each slab is divided further into O(v~-n) rectangular 
cells by drawing horizontal segments in the following way. First, we draw a segment 
through every horizontal boundary edge that has an endpoint inside the slab. The 
remaining horizontal boundary edges that cross the slab are sorted by y-coordinate, and 
a horizontal segment is drawn through every v~n-th edge. We say that a rectangle r
partially covers a cell of the partitioning if an edge of r intersects the interior of the cell. 
Overmars and Yap show that this partitioning has the following properties: 
• There are O(n) cells. 
• Each rectangle in R partially covers O(v~-n) cells. 
• No cell contains vertices in its interior. 
• Each cell has O( f~)  rectangles in R partially covering it. 
One can associate a binary tree ,.a,- with this partitioning. The tree consists of one top 
tree whose leaves--we call them top leaves--represent the slabs. The left-to-right 
order of the top leaves corresponds to the left-to-right order of the slabs. Each top leaf is 
the root of a bottom tree whose leaves--called bottom leaves--represent the cells in 
the corresponding slab, again in an ordered manner. 
Before we describe the extra information that we need to be able to answer union 
range queries efficiently, it is convenient to introduce some notation. We denote the cell 
of the partitioning represented by a bottom leaf y by Cell(y). An internal node v of the 
tree 3-  represents the region of the plane which is the union of the cells corresponding 
to the bottom leaves below v; this region is also denoted by Cell(v). Observe that 
Cell(v) is always a rectangular region, so we can write Cell(v)= [x(u) :  x'(v)] × 
[y (v ) :  y'(v)]. Also note that for a top leaf v Cell(u) is just the vertical slab 
corresponding to v. For a rectangle r we define x(r), x'(r), y(r) and y'(r) such that 
r = [x ( r ) :  x'(r)]  × [y ( r ) :  y'(r)]. 
Let u be a node (possibly a leaf) in 3-. The set Rpart(V) cR  is defined to be the set 
of rectangles that partially cover Cell(v), and Rfult(V)C R is the set of rectangles that 
fully cover Cell(v) but not Cell(parent(v)). In the sequel, we always restrict our 
attention to the part of these rectangles inside Cell(v). Note that Rfutt(v) = ~ for nodes 
v in the top tree, assuming that the rectangles in R are bounded. Finally, let 
e(v)  = Rpart(V)t.J Rfutt(v)" For the nodes u in the top tree (including the top leaves) 
we store the following information, see Fig. 3. 
• Let Yc(v) be the set of y-coordinates y* such that [x(v):x'(u)]Xy* is 
• completely contained in I.J R(v). Yc(u) consists of a set of intervals, which we store in 
2 In this subsection, we call lines or segments that are parallel to the y-axis vertical, and lines or segments 
that are parallel to the x-axis horizontal. 
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Fig. 3. The lists ~"c(V) and !z'e(~,) stored at node 9. 
a list Yc(V). (In fact, we want to be able to do binary search on the endpoints of the 
intervals in Yc(v), so we implement Yc(V) as a balanced binary tree. To avoid 
confusion with our main tree Y ,  however, we will call Yc(V) a list anyway. The same 
remark holds for the other lists stored at nodes in J - . )  
• Let Yp(v) be the set of y-coordinates y* such that [x (v) :  x'(v)] × y* intersects 
U R(v), that is, Yp(v)= U{[y(r ) :  y ' (r)] :  r~R(v)}. Yp(v) consists of a set of inter- 
vals, which we store in a list ye(v). 
At the internal nodes v of the bottom trees (excluding their roots, which are the top 
leaves), we store lists ~c(V) and ~e(v), which are defined analogously to Yc(V) and 
ye(v), but with the roles of the x- and y-coordinate reversed. 
Finally, at the bottom leaves 3, we store the lists '~c(3,) and ~/c(3,). 
Lemma 4,1. The total size of 3- including all associated information is O(nv/-n-n log n). 
Proof. Every endpoint of an interval in a list Yc(V) or yp(v )  is the y-coordinate of 
some rectangle in R(v). Similarly, every endpoint of an interval in a list •c(V) or 
Yp(v )  is the x-coordinate of some rectangle in R(v). Hence, the total size of Y is Ev 
O(I R(v)]), which is O(nfnnlog n), see [20]. [] 
4.1.2. The query algorithm 
We now describe the query algorithm for a rectangle q * as query polygon; the 
generalization to axis-parallel polygons as query objects will be presented in Section 
4.1.4. Before we describe the full query algorithm, let us see how to report q A (U R(3,)) 
for some rectangle q at a bottom leaf 3'- Recall that Cell(3,) has no vertices in its 
interior. This fact implies that it is quite easy to compute q f3 ([A R(3,)) using the lists 
~'c(3,) and Yc(3,). We leave the straightforward etails of this to the reader and 
conclude: 
Lemma 4.2. Let q be a rectangle. The region q ~ (U R(3,)) at a bottom leaf3, can be 
reported in O(log n + k~) time, where kr is the complexity of q A ([O R(3,)). 
The full query algorithm is a recursive procedure. Next we describe the actions 
performed by the query algorithm when a node v in the top tree is visited by a query 
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rectangle q. We distinguish three cases; we can decide which case occurs by searching 
with y(q) and y'(q) in the list ~-/e(v). 
Case (i): [y (q) :  y'(q)] n Yp(v) = 0. 
In this case q is clearly disjoint from all the rectangles in R(v), so we report ~ and we 
are finished. 
Case (ii): [y (q) :  y ' (q ) ]n  Yp(v)4:~J and Cell(v) contains a vertex of q in its 
interior. 
We first test whether [y(q) :  y'(q)] c Yc(v), by searching with y(q) and y'(q) in the 
list yc(V) .  If this is true we report q and we are finished. Otherwise we continue the 
search in one or both children of u: if q n Cell(lc(v)) -~ ~J then we recurse into the left 
child lc(v) of v and if q n Cell(rc(u)) 4: ~J then we recurse into the right child rc(v) 
of v. 
Case (iii): [y (q) :  y'(q)] n Yp(v) ~ ~ and Cell(v) does not contain a vertex of q in 
its interior. 
We report [x (v) :  x'(v)] × {[ y(q):  y'(q)] N Yc(v)}; this computation can be done by 
searching with y(q) and y'(q) in ~Lc(V). For each interval [y :  y'] in [y(q) :  y ' (q ) ] -  
Yc(v) we recurse into the left child of v with the query rectangle qt: = 
[x(lc(v)): x'(lc(v))] × [y :  y'], and we recurse into the right child of v with the query 
rectangle q~:= [ x(rc(u)) : x'(rc( v))] × [ y : y' ]. 
Nodes in the bottom tree are handled in a similar manner, with the roles of x- and 
y-coordinates reversed. The query algorithm starts by visiting the root of g with 
q=q* .  
Lemma 4.3. q * n ( U R) is the disjoint union of the rectangles reported by the query 
algorithm. 
Proof. First of all, it is easily seen that all rectangles reported by the algorithm are inside 
q* n (U R). Observe that if we report rectangles when visiting a node v with some 
rectangle q, we only recurse with the parts of q that have not been reported yet. Thus 
the reported rectangles are disjoint from the ones reported in the subtree rooted at v. 
Because they also lie inside Cell(v), it follows that all reported rectangles are disjoint. 
It remains to prove that all of q * n (O R) is reported. Suppose we visit node v with 
query rectangle q. Let p be a point in q n (U R(v)) and let r be a rectangle in R(v) 
containing point p. We shall prove by induction on the depth of the subtree rooted at v 
that a rectangle containing point p is reported at v or one of its descendants. The base 
case, where the depth equals zero and we are at a bottom leaf, is true by Lemma 4.2. So 
now consider an internal node v. If r ~ Rfull(V) then q itself, which is a rectangle 
containing p, is reported. So assume r ~ Rpar,(v) and no rectangle containing p is 
reported at v. Then there will be a rectangle q' c_ q that contains p and for which we 
recurse in a child /z of u. From r ~ Rp~rt(v) and p ~ r, it follows that r ~ R(/z). The 
induction hypothesis now tells us that a rectangle containing p will be reported when 
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we recurse in /z. By setting v = root ( J )  and q = q* we see that all of q * N (U  R) is 
reported. [] 
Next we analyze the time complexity of the query algorithm. The following lemma is 
easy to prove. 
Lemma 4.4. The time spent when we visit a node v (not counting the time needed for 
the recursive calls) is O(log n + k~), where k~ is the number of  rectangles reported at 
Note that a node can be visited several times with different query rectangles q c q *. 
The following lemma counts the total number of visits nodes in Y ,  where multiple visits 
to the same node are counted separately. 
Lemma 4.5. The total number of  visits to nodes in J -  is O(log n + kre p + k log n), 
where k~e p is the total number of  reported rectangles and k is the total complexity of  
q* n (U R). 
Proof. First note that the number of visits to nodes v where the query rectangle has a 
vertex inside Cell(v) is no more than (log n). Furthermore, the number of visits where 
we report a rectangle is trivially no more than kre p. 
So let us count the remaining visits. Let v be a visited node and let q be a query 
rectangle with which we visit v. Observe that we are either in case (i), or we are in case 
(iii) and we did not report any rectangle. 
As for case (i), we charge this visit to the visit of parent(y) by some rectangle 
q' ~ q. Note that q' always exists, is unique and gets charged at most 1 + l times, where 
l is the number of rectangles that were reported when q' visited parent(y). Also 
observe that at parent(y) case (i) did not occur for q'. Hence, the charging does not 
propagate any further. Thus we can account for all visits where case (i) occurs. 
As for case (iii), assume that v is a node in the top tree. Because we did not report 
anything when visiting v with q, we know that there must be a vertical edge of U R 
intersecting q. Hence, a vertex of q * N (U R) lies inside Cell(y). If v is a node in the 
bottom tree, there will be a horizontal edge of U R intersecting q; in this case one can 
also argue that a vertex of q* N(UR)  lies inside Cell(v). For each vertex of 
q * n (u  R) there are O(log n) nodes whose cells contain the vertex. Hence, the number 
of nodes where case (iii) applies and no rectangles are reported is O(k log n). [] 
Lemma 4.6. For every rectangle r = [x ( r ) :  x ' ( r ) ]  × [y ( r ) :  y ' ( r ) ]  that is reported at a 
node 1: in the top tree, it is true that either Cel l (e)  or Cell(sibl ing(v)) contains a vertex 
of  q * n (U R) with y-coordinate y(r)  or y'(r).  Similarly, for every rectangle r = 
I x ( r ) :  x ' ( r ) ]×[y( r ) :  y' ( r ) ]  that is reported at a node v in the bottom tree, either 
Cell(y) or Cell(sibling(~')) contains a vertex of  q* n (U R) with x-coordinate x( r ) or 
x'(r). 
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Fig. 4. The two cases in the proof of Lemrna 4.6. 
Proof. Let u be a node in the top tree, and let q be a rectangle with which we visit u. 
Suppose that we are in case (ii) and we report q. In this case the lemma must be true 
because the vertex of q contained in Cell(u) is also a vertex of the original query 
rectangle q *. 
So now consider a rectangle r that is reported in case (iii) of the query algorithm, and 
let e be the bottom edge of r. Assume that e does not contain a vertex of q * n (O R). 
We claim that then the extension of e into Cell(sibling(u)) must contain a vertex of 
q * n (U R). To see why this is true we distinguish two cases. 
The first case is where another ectangle r' which contains e in its top edge has been 
reported at an ancestor of u. Thus e is contained in the interior of q * n (13 R). See Fig. 
4(a). Observe that the part of this top edge inside Cell(parent(u)) cannot be fully 
contained in the interior of q * n (U R); otherwise a rectangle containing e would have 
been reported at an ancestor of u. We conclude that there must be a vertex of 
q * N (13 R) on the extension of e. 
The second case is where e is not fully contained in the interior of q * n (U R). Note 
that if e is partially contained in the interior of q ~ n (13 R) then e itself contains a 
vertex of q* n (U R). So assume that e is part of an edge of q* n (U R), as in Fig. 
4(b). Now the same argument applies as before: if the extension of e into 
Cell(sibling(u)) does not contain an endpoint, then (a rectangle containing) it would 
have been reported at an ancestor, a contradiction. 
For nodes u in the bottom trees a similar argument holds, if we can show that each 
reported rectangle has a vertical edge in the interior of Cell(u). But this must be true, 
because otherwise the reported rectangle completely spans the vertical slab that contains 
Cell(u) and a rectangle containing this rectangle would have been reported at an 
ancestor of the top leaf corresponding to this slab. [] 
Lemma 4.7. The total number of reported rectangles, krep, is O(k log n), where k is 
the total complexity of q * n (U R ). 
Proof. By the previous lemma, we can charge every rectangle that is reported at node u 
to a certain vertex of q* N (U R) that lies inside Cell(u) or Cell(sibling(u)). More- 
over, this can be done in such a way that each vertex inside Cell(u) gets charged at 
most four rectangles reported at u or at sibling(u) (in fact, at most one rectangle if we 
argue somewhat more carefully). Thus every vertex of q * n (U R) gets charged at most 
four times at every node on its search path, so O(log n) times in total. [] 
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Finally, we are in the position to prove a bound on the query time. 
Lemma 4.8. The query time for a union range query with query rectangle q * in the 
structure described aboue is O((k + 1)log2n), where k is the total complexity of  
q* (~ ((.J R). 
Proof. From Lemma 4.4 it follows that the query algorithm takes time E~ O(log n + k~), 
where we sum over all visited nodes v (counting multiply visited nodes separately) and 
k~ is the number of rectangles reported at v. Using Lemma's 4.5 and 4.7 we can bound 
this sum as follows. 
Y'~O(log n + k~) = (number of visits). O(log n) + O(krep) 
= O((log n + kre p + k log n) • log n) + O(k  log n) 
= O( (k+ 1) log2n) .  [] 
4.1.3. Insertions 
We now show how to update the data structure described above. We assume that we 
know all rectangles to be inserted in advance. This implies that we can construct he 
partitioning and build a balanced 'skeleton tree' in O(n log n) time before the insertions 
start. Hence, we need not worry about adapting the partitioning or about rebalancing 
operations during an insertion. 
Before we proceed, let us introduce some notation. Let r be the rectangle to be 
inserted. We define R °td to be the set of rectangles present in the structure before the 
insertion of r, and R "ew = R °ta U {r} to be the new set of rectangles. Similar definitions 
are made for the sets that are stored at a node v : R°ta(v) is the set of rectangles tored 
at node v before the insertion of r, Yc°la(v) is the set of y-coordinates y* such that 
[x (v) :  x'(v)] × y* is completely contained in (.J R°ta(v), and so on. Finally, we let 
y~xtra(v ) = y~eW(v) -- yc'a(v).  
The insertion of a rectangle r into the structure influences only the nodes v such that 
r ~ R"eW(v). There are O(vCnlog n) such nodes, and they can be identified in the same 
amount of time, see [20]. We show that the information at a node v in the top tree can 
be updated in O(log n) amortized time. The information in the bottom trees can be 
updated in the same way. 
Let v be a node such that r E R"ew(v). Updating the list ~,~'e(v) is easy: we can 
compute Yf fW(v)  = Yfila(v) U [y ( r ) :  y '(r)]  by searching with y(r )  and y'(r)  in 
yp(v )  and change ye(v )  accordingly. The time that is needed is O(log n + i), where i 
the number of endpoints of intervals of Yfila(v) that are contained in [ y ( r ) :  y'(r)]. 
It remains to update the list Yc(V) .  By definition we have yC'ew(v)= YCla(v)U 
Y~X' ' (v ) ,  so let us see how to compute Y~"t"a(v). Observe that the nodes v in the top 
tree where r ~ R"e'*(v) form a subtree of ~.q-, and that the leaves of this subtree are top 
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leaves of 3-. We update the lists Yc(V) of these nodes in a bottom-up fashion, that is, 
we first update the nodes which are the leaves in this 'update tree' and then we work our 
way up. 
Let v be a leaf in the 'update tree'. If r does not have an endpoint inside Cell(v) 
then life is easy: Y~Xt'a(v)= [y ( r ) :  y ' ( r ) ] -yE Id (v ) .  I f  r has an endpoint inside 
Cell(v) things are much more difficult, but fortunately this can happen at only two of 
the leaves in the update tree. (Note that if we were updating a bottom tree, this case does 
not occur at all, since no cell in the partitioning contains a vertex in its interior.) We 
handle the case where a leaf of the update tree contains a vertex of r as follows. Let 
R v (v) be the set of rectangles that have a vertex inside Cell(v), including rectangle r. 
From the properties of the partitioning it follows that ]gv(v)] = O(fnn). Now compute 
the set Yv(v) of y-coordinates y* such that [x(v) :  x'(v)] ×y*  is completely con- 
tained in U Rv(v). Yv(v) consists of O(v~n) intervals which can be computed in 
O(v~n log n) time using a simple plane sweep algorithm. Finally, compute y~eW(V)= 
YEtd(v) O Yv(V) and update Yc(U) accordingly. This takes O(~nlog n+i )  time, 
where i the number of endpoints of intervals of Y~td(v) that are contained in Yv(v). 
Finally, consider an internal node v in the update tree. Again, the case where r does 
not have an endpoint inside Cell(v) is easy. Now consider the case where r has an 
endpoint inside Cell(v). Because we work bottom up, we may assume that we have 
y~xtra(lc(v)), y~xtra(rc(v)), y~ew(lc(v)) and y~eW(rc(v)) available. The list Yc(V) is 
updated using the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.9. Let v be an internal node in the update tree such that r has an endpoint 
inside Cell(v). Then 
r~xtra( v ) 
= {y~xtra(lc(v)) n y~ew(rc(v))} U {y~xtra(rc(v)) n y~ew(lc(v))}. 
Proof. Note that every rectangle stored at v is also stored at lc(v) or it is disjoint from 
Cell(Ic(v)). (This is true because we are at a node in the top tree; for nodes in the 
bottom tree this also holds unless Cell(v) is completely covered, in which case there 
nothing to do.) Moreover, R(lc(v))cR(v).  Analogous observations hold with respect 
to rc(v). Now we can prove the lemma using elementary logic, as follows: From the 
above observations we have Yc(v)= Yc(lc(v))O Yc(rc(v)). It now follows that 
r~xtra( V ) C y~xtra( Ic( v ) ) U y~xtra( rc( v ) ) 
and 
y~xtra( v) C_ y~ew( p) = y~ew( lc( v) ) N y~ew( rc( v) ). 
Hence, 
r~xtra( v) 
{ y~xtra( lc( v ) ) n y~ew ( rc( v))} U { ydxtra( rc( v ) ) n y~ew ( lc( v ) ) }. 
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The proof of " D " is equally simple so we leave it to the reader. [] 
We can now prove the following lemma. 
Lemrna 4.10. Insertions into the structure described above can be performed in 
O(fn-nlog2n) amortized time, assuming we know all rectangles to be inserted in 
advance. 
Proof. Consider the updating of the information in the top tree. We have already argued 
that the updating at the two leaves in the update tree whose cells contain a vertex of r 
takes O(V'-n-n log n) time. Let u be one of the remaining nodes of the update tree. We 
prove the lemma for the updating of Yc(V); similar arguments hold for ye(v). Let i v 
be the number of intervals in Y[Xtra(V). 
If r does not have an endpoint inside Cell(v) then we can compute Y~X'ra(v) in 
O(log n + i~) time using binary search in Yc(V). 
Now assume that r has an endpoint inside Cell(v). First, note that the number of 
intervals in [y~xtra(lC(t.'))N y~ew(rc(p))] and [Y~xtr~(rc(v))n Y~eW(lc(t'))] is O(iv). 
This implies that we can evaluate the expression of Lemma 4.9 in O((1 + ilc~v ~ + 
irc~ ~) log n + i v) time. 
Observe that every endpoint of an interval in Yc(v) is the y-coordinate of a rectangle 
edge in R(v). Moreover, there are no deletions, so once the endpoint induced by a 
rectangle disappears (that is, it is no longer an endpoint of an interval in Yc(v)) it never 
reappears. To account for the extra time that we need on top of the O(log n) term, we 
can thus charge O(log n) time to (ilc(v) + i~)  + i~) rectangles in such a way that every 
rectangle gets charged no more than a constant number of times. Hence, the amortized 
time spent at node v is O(log n). 
For nodes in the bottom trees we can show in a similar way that we spend O(log n) 
amortized time for an update. (As remarked before, we do not have to consider the case 
of a bottom leaf whose cell contains a vertex of r.) 
Recall that the number of nodes influenced by the insertion of rectangle r is 
O(fn-log n) and that they can be found in the same amount of time. At every node, 
except for the (at most) two top leaves containing a vertex of r, we spend O(log n) 
amortized time. At the two top leaves we spend O(v~-n log n + i~) time, which is 
O(v/-n-nlog n) amortized. The lemma follows. [] 
4.1.4. Query polygons instead of query rectangles 
In our application we need to be able to query with an axis-parallel polygon and not 
just with a rectangle. At first glance it may seem that one can simply decompose the 
query polygon into rectangles, but our query polygon is not guaranteed to have constant 
complexity so this approach fails: the sum of the complexities of the unions inside the 
rectangles can be much larger than the complexity of the union inside the polygon. See 
Fig. 5, where each of the shaded rectangles of U R is reported in many pieces. So we 
need a different approach. Let us first study how to avoid the problem mentioned above 
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Fig. 5. A decomposition giving a bad query tme. 
at a bottom leaf y. Let 9 c Cell(y) be an axis-parallel query polygon, possibly with 
holes. We describe how to report the vertices of ~ (~ (U R(y)); it is straightforward to
adapt the algorithm so that it reports the actual area as a collection of axis-parallel 
polygons. 
We call an edge e of ,~ a bottom edge if e is horizontal and int(,Y ~) lies above e. 
Furthermore, we define Hist(e) to be the maximal histogram inside ~ with e as its 
base. In other words, Hist(e) is the set of points that can be connected to e with a 
vertical segment that does not cross the boundary of ,~. The idea of the query algorithm 
is to find the vertices of 9 N (U R(y)) inside each Hist(e) separately, in the following 
manner. 
Let e = [x(e):  x'(e)] X y(e) be a bottom edge of ~ .  First, the lowest vertices of 
,~ N (U R(y)) inside Hist(e) (the ones with minimum y-coordinate) are found. This is 
done as follows. Define y * to be the upper endpoint of the interval of Yc(Y) containing 
y(e) if y(e)~Yc(y),  and define y* :=y(e)  otherwise. Next, compute e*= 
[x(e) :  x'(e)] X y* ~ Hist(e). Note that e* may consist of several segments. For each 
such segment s = [ x(s) : x'(s)] x y* we compute the endpoints x of intervals in Xc(Y) 
such that x~ [x(s) :  x'(s)]. The points (x, y*)  that have been found are the lowest 
vertices of U R inside Hist(e). 
To find the other vertices inside Hist(e) we ' walk' upward from each of these lowest 
vertices, reporting other vertices of U R(y), until we leave Hist(e). More precisely, 
starting at each lowest vertex (x, y*)  we report the points (x, y) where y is an 
endpoint of an interval in Yc(Y) and (x, y) ~ Hist(e). See Figure 6 for an illustration. It 
is easy to check that this way all the vertices of ~ N U R(y)  are correctly reported, 
Fig. 6. Reporting vertices inside a histogram. 
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except for some vertices that are on the boundary of ~.~. The latter type of vertices can 
be reported separately. Next we bound the time taken by the query algorithm. 
Lemma 4.11. The algorithm described above for reporting ~ n (U R(T)) at a bottom 
leaf y can be implemented such that it runs in O(I ~ I log n + ke) time, where I P I is 
the number of uertices of ~ and kr is the complexity of ~_@ N (U R( y )). 
Proof. The histograms Hist(e) for the bottom edges e of ~ can be computed in 
O(I ~ I) time in total, by first computing the vertical adjacency map in O(191)  time [6]. 
Let e be a bottom edge of 9 .  We will show that we spend O(iHist(e)Ilog n + k e) 
time to handle e, where k e is the number of reported vertices inside Hist(e), from 
which the lemma readily follows. 
The computation of y* can be performed in O(log n) time by a binary search in 
Yc(Y),  and after that we can compute e* in O( ] Hist(e)l) time. Now let us see how 
much time we spent on a subsegment s of e*. For each such segment s we can 
compute the endpoints x of intervals in Xc(y) such that x ~ [x(s) :  x'(s)] in O(log n 
+ l) time, where l is the number of reported endpoints, by searching in Yg~c(Y). 
Reporting the remaining points by walking upwards from these vertices can then done in 
constant ime per reported point. (Recall that we already know the position of y* in 
Yc(Y).  Testing whether we leave Hist(e) can be done in constant ime, once we know 
the edge of Hist(e) above (x, y*). These edges can be computed for all (x, y*)  in 
advance, in 0(I Hist(e)l + k~) time in total. [] 
Now that we know how to treat the bottom leaves, let us consider a query in the full 
tree J - .  A query with query polygon 9 proceeds as follows. First, we decompose 9
into horizontal rectangles by computing the horizontal adjacency map. This can be done 
in linear time [6]. Next we start querying with the resulting rectangles. However, we do 
not treat them one at a time, but all simultaneously. If we arrive at a node u in ~Y-, and 
two rectangles qi and q) that share an edge both span Cell(u), then we merge the two 
rectangles. In general, if there is a sequence of adjacent rectangles that all span Cell(u), 
then we merge them into one rectangle. We then proceed as in the normal query 
algorithm for each of the resulting rectangles. When we arrive at a root node u of a 
bottom tree, we collect all rectangles that are left at ~,, form their union and compute a
vertical decomposition of the union. We then continue in the same manner as in the top 
tree, that is, we merge rectangles whenever possible. When we finally arrive at some 
bottom leaf, we again collect all rectangles and we apply Lemma 4.2. 
The correctness of the algorithm follows in the same way as in the case of query 
rectangles. To prove a bound on the query time we need the following lemma's, 
analogous to the ones used in the case of query rectangles. 
Lemma 4.12. The time spent at a node u (not counting the time needed for the 
recursiue calls) is 0(I ~ I log n + k~), where ~ is the set of query rectangles reaching 
node u and k~ is the number of rectangles reported at ~,. 
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Proof. The merging that we have to perform at a node u can easily be done in 
O(I ~ ,  [log n) time. (With some extra care it can even be implemented in O(l~.@~ I)
time.) For a node which is not a bottom leaf it remains to apply the normal algorithm for 
each of the at most [~1 resulting rectangles. By Lemma 4.4, this takes O(log n + l) 
time per rectangle, where l is the number of reported rectangles, summing up to 
O(1 9~ Ilog n + k~) time in total. For a bottom leaf we spend the same amount of time, 
as has been shown in Lemma 4.11. [] 
Lemma 4.13. Let 1~1 be the set of query rectangles considered at a node v. Then we 
have E~l~l--O(IPllog n+krep +k log n), where kre p is the total number of 
reported rectangles and k is the total complexity of ,~ n (U R). 
Proof. The number of times we have a rectangle visiting a node u where the rectangle 
has a vertex inside Cell(u) is no more than (I ~ tlog n) in total. Furthermore, the 
number of visits where we report a rectangle is trivially no more than kre p. 
So let us count the remaining visits. Let u be the visited node and let q be a query 
rectangle with which we visit u. 
First consider the case where q is involved in a merge with another ectangle q' at u. 
This implies that q and q' cannot both span Cell(parent(u)) (otherwise they would 
have been merged earlier). Hence, we can charge this to Cell(sibling(u)) containing a
vertex of ~ .  
If, on the other hand, q is not involved in a merge merge at u, then we can use the 
same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 4.5: if we are in case (i), then we can charge 
this visit to the visit of parent(u) by some rectangle q' 2 q, otherwise there must be a 
vertex of ~ n (U R) inside Cell(u). [] 
Lemma's 4.6 and 4.7 (and their proofs) hold almost verbatim for a query polygon 
instead of a query rectangle. For the reader's convenience we state the following 
equivalent of Lemma 4.7. 
Lemma 4.14. The total number of reported rectangles, krep, is O(k  log n), where k is 
the total complexity of 9 n (U R). 
From these lemma's the total query time readily follows. 
Lemma 4.15. The query time for a union range query with an axis-parallel query 
polygon ~ in the structure described above is O((I ~1  + k) log2n), where 1~ [ is the 
number of vertices of ~ and k is the total complexity of ~ n ( U R ). 
5. Terrains 
In this section we study the generalized hidden surface removal problem for the set S 
of faces of a polyhedral terrain. A polyhedral terrain is defined as the graph of a 
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continuous, piecewise linear function z = F(x,  y) defined over the entire xy-plane. We 
assume that the faces of the terrain are convex. (For the combinatorial bound to hold this 
assumption is not needed.) 
5.1. The combinatorial bound 
Recall that for a set of arbitrary triangles--and even for a set of axis-parallel 
rectangles--the maximum combinatorial complexity of ,g/(S) is O(n3). For terrains, 
however, the maximum complexity is considerably less, as we show next. We will find 
it sometimes convenient to drop the distinction between view point and light source, and 
use the terms 'visible from' or 'shadow cast by' for both. 
Let e be an edge of the terrain. We hang a curtain from e, which we denote by 
curt(e). A curtain is an unbounded polygon with three edges; one of these edges, the top 
edge, is the edge of the terrain and the other two edges, the vertical edges, are parallel to 
the z-axis and extend downward to minus infinity. Curtains have been used for ray 
shooting problems in terrains [7,3]. For our complexity proof we imagine that the faces 
of the terrain themselves do not cast shadows, only the curtains do. Observe that this 
does not change the union of the shadows. 
Observation 5.1. Consider the p~.iew-projection of a curtain curt(e) onto a plane h. Let 
s be a segment on h that intersects the p~,iew-projection ofe and whose endpoints are not 
contained in the Pview-projection of curt(e). Then s intersects the p,,iew-projection of a 
vertical edge of curt(e). The same statement holds for Plight-projections. 
Now we are ready to prove a bound on the complexity of ~'(S).  
Theorem 5.1. Let S be the set of faces of a polyhedral terrain, and let n be the total 
number of edges of the terrain. The maximum combinatorial complexity of the general- 
ized visibility map .~t'( S) is ~)(n2). 
Proof. The lower bound trivially follows from the fact that even the region visible from 
one point can have quadratic omplexity. 
We now prove the upper bound. Consider the set of vertices of ~'(S).  Initially, we 
color all vertices red. Our upper bound proof proceeds by coloring O(n 2) vertices (plus 
some additional points which may not be vertices of 1"(S)) green in a way to be 
described next. Then we argue that the number of remaining red vertices is no more than 
O(n2). 
Let f be a face of the terrain. Define Ef(p,,i,w) to be the set of edges bounding the 
region on f visible from PLiew, and def ine  Ef(plig m) to be the set of edges bounding 
the region on f lit by Plight" Furthermore, define Vf to be the set of points which are 
either the endpoint of an edge in Ef(p~.iew) or  Ef(Ptight), or the intersection between an 
edge in Ef(p~ie w) and an edge in Ef(Pnght). Clearly, the set of vertices of .g (S)  that 
are located on f is a subset of Vf. Let us color some of the vertices in Vf. 
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1. Color all the vertices of edges in Ey(pvie w) and Ef(Plight) green. 
2. For each vertex u of an edge a in Ey(pLi~) such that u is not lit by Plight do the 
following. Move on a starting from v until an edge of E/(pjight) is hit. If no edge is 
hit before we reach the other endpoint of a, then we are ready. Otherwise we color 
the vertex of Vf where we hit the edge green. 
3. Let 7r/( curt( e)) be the pligh,-projection f a curtain curt(e) onto f. try (curt(e)) is a 
convex polygon whose vertices are either plight-projections of vertices of curt(e) 
onto f, or intersections of Plight-projections of one of the edges of curt(e) with an 
edge of f, or vertices of f. For each vertex w of try(CUrt(e)) which is not a vertex of 
f and which is not visible from P~.iew, we color at most four vertices in V I green, as 
follows. Let a 1 and a 2 be the two edges of Try(curt(e)) incident o w. Move on a l, 
starting at w, until an edge of Ef(p~i~ w) is hit. If no edge is hit before we reach the 
other endpoint of a~, then we are done with a~. So assume that we hit edge b of 
Ef(Pview). Start moving on b from point p to the right and to the left, and color the 
first points of Vj that we encounter on b green. Repeat his procedure for the other 
edge a 2 that is incident o w. 
The number of green vertices can be estimated as follows. In the first two steps we color 
per face O(1 Ef(P~iew)l+l Ef(Plight)l) vertices green. For all faces f this adds up to 
E O(t Ef( Pview) l+ l Ef( Plight) l) = O( n 2) 
f 
green vertices in total. In the last step we color O(n) vertices per face f,  which also 
adds up to O(n 2) green vertices in total. 
It remains to bound the number of vertices that are still red. Let u be such a vertex, 
let f be the face containing v. Because of the vertices colored in the first step, u must 
be the intersection between an edge a 1 in Ef(p,,iew) and an edge a 2 in El(Plight)" 
Notice that a I is contained in the p~iew-projection f some edge e 1 of the terrain, and 
that a 2 is contained in the Pligh,-projection f an edge e 2. Now imagine moving from v 
along a I into the shadow of Plight. Because of the vertices colored green in the second 
step, and because v is still red, we know that we must leave this shadow before we 
encounter an endpoint of a I. Hence, the endpoints of a 1 do not lie in the Plight-projec- 
tion of curt(e2). See Fig. 7, where the lower endpoint of a r does not lie in the (lightly 
shaded) Plight-Shadow. Observation 5.1 now tells us that a 1 intersects the Plight-projec- 
tion s 2 of a vertical edge bounding curt(e2). Now imagine moving along s 2 from its 
intersection point with al into the shadow of Pview" Because of the vertices colored in 
step three, we know that we must leave this shadow before we encounter an endpoint of 
s 2. Hence, the endpoints of s 2 do not lie inside the p~iew-projection of curt(e2). Using 
Observation 5.1 once more, we conclude that s 2 intersects the pview-projection s~of a 
vertical edge bounding curt(e 1). 
The upper bound now follows if we can show the following: the total number of 
intersections between the pview-projections and the Plight-projections of the vertical 
segments that bound the curtains curt(e), summed over all faces f of the terrain, is 
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Fig. 7. Situation for a red vertex. 
O(n2). This can be seen as follows. The Pvie~-projection (Plight-projection) of a vertical 
edge is contained in the vertical plane through P~.iew (Plight) and the edge. Hence, the 
intersection of the P~iew-projection f a vertical edge and the P,ght-projection of another 
vertical edge is contained in a vertical ine. But any vertical ine intersects only one face 
of the terrain, and so the projections can intersect on only one face. [] 
5.2. The algorithm 
To compute ~' (S)  we again use the approach described in Section 3. The standard 
visibility map of S can be computed in time O((nc~(n) + k~i ~) log n), where k~i ~ is the 
complexity of the standard map [16]. Because the faces of the terrain are assumed to be 
convex, we can compute a depth order on the faces of the terrain with respect o Plight 
in O(n log n) time [2]. (For a depth order to exist it may be necessary to split the terrain 
with a vertical plane through Plight.) I t  remains to develop a semi-dynamic data 
structure for union range queries on the Plight-projections of the faces in the terrain. This 
is essentially the same problem as developing a data structure such that the part of the 
lower envelope of a set of line segments in the plane--the projections of edges of the 
terrain--below a query segment can be reported efficiently. In the next sub-subsection 
we will present a data structure that uses O(n log m + na(n/rn)) storage--where m is 
a parameter that can be chosen in the range l • • • n- -such that the part of the upper 
envelope of E below a query segment can be computed in O((m + l)log n) time, 
where l is the size of the output of the query. Segments can be inserted into the structure 
in O((n/m)ct(n/m) + log n log m) time. This leads to the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.2. Let S be the set of faces of a polyhedral terrain, which we assume are all 
concex, and let n be the total number of edges of the terrain. The generalized cisibility 
map ~'(S) can be computed in O(n log2n + n(kc~( n) log n + k log n) time, where k 
is the total complexity of the map. 
Proof. Let k~i S ~< k be the complexity of the visibility map of the terrain, as seen 
from Pvi~w- This map is computed in the first phase of the algorithm, taking 
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O((nol(n) + kui ~) log n) time [16]. The time we spend in the second phase is dominated 
by the time we need to perform O(n) insertions into the structure for maintaining the 
shadow, and O(k,.is) queries. This adds up to 
O((n2/m)a(  n /m)  + n log n log m) + O(( kvism + k) log n) 
for the second phase. By setting 
m= [n~c~(n)/(k~i s log n ) ] ,  
we obtain a running time for the algorithm as claimed. [] 
Remark. The second phase of our algorithm is again similar to one of the algorithms for 
the standard hidden surface removal problem, namely the algorithm of Reif and Sen 
[21]. As in the case of rectangles, the main difference is that we are not allowed to 
maintain the shadow explicitly. 
5.2.1. Implicitly maintaining the upper envelope 
Let E be a set n segments in the plane, and let g'(E)  denote the upper envelope of 
E. We want to store E in a semi-dynamic data structure such that the part of g'(E)  
below a query segment q can be computed efficiently. Let us first study the somewhat 
simpler problem, where we only want the intersection points between g"(E) and q. 
Because the structural change in ~(E)  may be linear when we add a segment to E we 
have to maintain E implicitly. We do this by partitioning the problem into subproblems. 
The subproblems are solved using the following two simple lemma's. 
Lemma 5.1. The upper envelope of a set of n line segments can be stored in a structure 
that uses O(n c~(n)) storage, such that the l intersections of a query line segment with 
the envelope can be found in O((l + 1) log(n/l)) time. A segment can be inserted into 
the structure in O(nc~(n)) time. 
Proof. It is well known that the upper envelope of n line segments has complexity 
O(na(n))  [15]. Chazelle and Guibas [8] gave a structure for segment intersection 
queries in a simple polygon that uses linear storage and has O((l + 1) log(n/l)) query 
time. To insert a segment we first determine the new upper envelope in O(no~(n)) time, 
by querying with the segment. Then we completely rebuild the structure, which can be 
done in time linear in the size of the envelope [14]. [] 
Lemma 5.2. The upper envelope of a set of n lines can be stored in a structure that uses 
O(n) storage, such that the at most two intersections of a query line segment with the 
envelope can be found in O(log n) time. A line can be inserted into the structure in 
O(log n) time. 
Proof. The upper envelope of a set of lines is the intersection of the positive half-planes 
bounded by the lines. Using dualization the problem becomes that of maintaining the 
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convex hull of a set of points. Because we only have insertions, this problem is easily 
solved with a structure of linear size with O(log n) update and query time. [] 
Let m be a parameter, with 1 ~< m ~< n. (Different choices of m will give us different 
trade-offs between storage and query time.) Let us first consider a fixed set E. Partition 
the plane into m vertical slabs Slab 1 . . . . .  Slab,., such that the interior of each slab 
contains at most n/m endpoints of the segments in E. Let E iCE  be the set of 
segments that have an endpoint inside Slabi. For each set E i we explicitly maintain the 
upper envelope- -more precisely, the portion of the envelope inside Slab~--using the 
structure of Lemma 5.1. 
Apart from the structures that we have for each set E~, we also need to handle the 
line segments that completely cross a slab. This is done using a segment tree J -  built on 
the x-ranges of the slabs. Thus the leaves of J -  represent the slabs Slab i, where the 
leftmost leaf represents the leftmost slab, and so on. An internal node v of J -  represents 
the vertical slab Slab(v) which is the union of the slabs represented by the leaves in the 
subtree rooted at ~,. We associate with a node u the set E(z,) c E of segments that span 
Slab(u) but not Slab(parent(u)). The part of ~(E(u) )  inside Slab(v) is maintained 
using the structure of Lemma 5.2. 
A query with segment q is performed by propagating q down in the tree Y in the 
following manner. Suppose we are at a node v in J .  We compute the part q' c q that 
lies above ~(E(u) )  and we continue the search in the two children of v with the 
relevant part of q'. More precisely, if q' ;q Slab(lc(v)) ~ ~J then we search in the left 
child lc(v) with the segment q' ¢q Slab(lc(v)), and if q' A Slab(rc(v)) ~ ~ then we 
search in the right child rc(v) with q' A Slab(rc(u)). This way we have computed for 
each slab Slab~ the subsegment qi of q that is above all the segments that completely 
cross Slab i. It remains to compute and report the intersections of q~ with ~(Ei). 
The following lemma readily follows from Lemma's 5.1 and 5.2. 
Lemma 5.3. The structure described above uses O(n log m + no(n /m))  storage. With 
this structure one can compute the l intersections of a query segment q with the upper 
envelope of E in O(m log n + l log(n/m)) time. 
It remains to study the dynamic behavior of the structure. We assume that we know 
all n segments that will be inserted into E in advance. Thus we can perform the 
partitioning into slabs and build a skeleton tree J -  in advance. This means that we do 
not have to worry about re-balancing when we insert a segment later on. Now suppose 
we want to insert a segment e. We have to update (at most) two structures toring the 
sets E i that contain e, and O(log m) structures at nodes u where e~E(v) .  By 
Lemma's 5.1 and 5.2 this takes O((n /m)a(n /m)  + log n log m) time in total. 
Lemma 5.4. It is possible to insert a segment into the structure described above in 
O((n/m)o~(n/m) + log n log m) time, assuming we know all segments to be inserted 
in advance. 
Combining these results we obtain the following theorem. 
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Theorem 5,3. Let E be a set of  n segments in the plane, and let m be a parameter 
between 1 and n. It is possible to store E into a data structure that uses O(n log m + 
na(n /m))  storage, such that the l intersections of  a query segment with the upper 
envelope of  E can be computed in O(m log n + l log(n/m))  time. Segments can be 
inserted into the structure in O( (n /m)e~(n /m)  + log n log m) time, assuming we know 
all segments to be inserted in advance. 
Recall that we actually want the part of go(E) below a query segment q, not just the 
intersections between go(E) and q. We now describe how to obtain this extra informa- 
tion. 
Let Pl P2 be a maximal portion of q which is above go(E). Note that Pt and P2 are 
either endpoints of q or intersections of q with go(E). Let v~ and v 2 be the points on 
g~(E) whose x-coordinate is the same as the x-coordinate of Pl and P2, respectively. 
The idea of the algorithm is to 'walk '  along go(E) from v 1 to v 2. We show how to 
compute the first vertex w of go(E) to the fight of v~. By repeating this procedure we 
can walk along g°(E) until we reach v 2. Let e ~ E be the edge that contains v~. Notice 
that w is either an endpoint of e or an intersection between e and another edge e' ~ E. 
Define ~ to be the part of e to the fight of v. We perform a query with ~ in our tree Y 
in the way described above. However, we make sure that we find the rightmost 
intersection of ~ with go(E) first 3, and then we stop. This way we can find the 
rightmost intersection in O((s + 1) log n) time, where s ~< m is the number of slabs 
crossed by ~ in which there is no intersection. But we do not want to spend, say, 
O(m log n) time for every segment on the part of the upper envelope that we have to 
report. But fortunately, once we cross a slab we will not return to it again. Indeed, this 
not only holds if we consider reporting the part of the upper envelope below one 
' visible' portion of q, but it holds if we consider all such portions. Hence, we have the 
following corollary. 
Coro l lary  5.1. Let E be a set of  n segments in the plane, and let m be a parameter 
between 1 and n. It is possible to store E into a data structure that uses O(n log m + 
nc~(n/m))  storage, such that the part of  go(E) below a query segment q can be 
reported in O((m + l) log n) time, where l is the size of  the output. Segments can be 
inserted into the structure in O( (n /m)c~(n /m)  + log n log m) time, assuming we know 
all segments to be inserted in advance. 
6. Concluding remarks 
We have generalized the classical hidden surface removal problem to take lighting 
considerations into account. More precisely, we have studied the generalized visibility 
3 Actually, we are looking for the first intersection with ~(E-  {e}), but one easily sees that the fact that 
e ~ E does not impose any serious difficulties. 
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map of sets of polyhedral objects with respect o a view point and one point light source, 
which is the subdivision of the viewing plane into maximal regions, such that in each 
region either no object is visible, or one object is visible and completely lit, or one 
object is visible and completely in shadow. We proved tight bounds on the maximum 
combinatorial complexity of such views and gave efficient output-sensitive algorithms to 
compute the views for several settings of the problem. 
This has been an initial study of such problems any many questions are still open. For 
example, it might be possible to improve the time bounds that we have obtained, 
especially in the case of axis-parallel rectangles and in the case of terrains. One possible 
direction to improve these results would be to design more efficient data structures for 
union range queries on sets of rectangles or curtains in the plane. Furthermore, it would 
be interesting to generalize the problem even further, to allow more than one light 
source, or other light sources than point light sources. 
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